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Abstract

Warehouses deliver labor-intensive services to customers. Underperformance
may result in high costs and unsatisfied customer demand. New market de-
velopments force warehouses to handle a large number of orders within tight
time windows. To cope with this, order picking operations need to be optimized
by solving a wide range of planning problems. Optimizing order picking planning
problems sequentially may yield a suboptimal overall warehouse performance.
Still, previous warehouse planning reviews focus on individual planning prob-
lems. This literature review differs by investigating combinations of multiple
order picking planning problems. A state-of-the-art review and classification
of the scientific literature investigating combinations of tactical and operational
order picking planning problems in picker-to-parts systems is presented with the
aim of determining how planning problems are related. Furthermore, this litera-
ture review aims to find excellent policy combinations and to provide guidelines
how warehouse managers can benefit from combining planning problems, in
order to design efficient order picking systems and improve customer service.
Combining multiple order picking planning problems results in substantial effi-
ciency benefits, which are required to face new market developments.

Keywords: logistics, order picking, planning problem interactions, joint
optimization, literature review

1. Introduction

To fulfill customer requirements and differentiate from competitors, ware-
houses are confronted with a wide range of challenges while planning their op-
erations. Warehouse activities like receiving, storage, order picking and shipping
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are critical to each supply chain (Gong & De Koster, 2011). Among these op-
erations, order picking (i.e. retrieval of items in the warehouse to fulfill customer
orders) is the most costly warehouse activity (Marchet et al., 2015). Since
warehouses deliver labor-intensive services to customers, underperformance may
result in high (labor) costs and unsatisfied customer demand (Wruck et al.,
2016). New market developments, such as e-commerce, globalisation,
increased customer expectations and new regulations, have intensified
competition among warehouses and forces warehouses to handle a large number
of small orders within tight time windows (Marchet et al., 2015). The task
of managing order picking operations, and assessing the relations among order
picking planning problems, is perceived as difficult by warehouse managers (Gu
et al., 2007). Therefore, this study focuses on order picking operations. More
specifically, picker-to-parts systems (i.e. the order picker travels along the aisles
to retrieve products) are considered, as these systems account for the large ma-
jority of all order picking systems in Western Europe (De Koster et al., 2007;
Marchet et al., 2015).

Figure 1: Examples of strategic, tactical and operational decisions.

Decisions to manage order picking can be classified into strategic, tactical
and operational decisions (see Figure 1). Strategic management decisions refer
to policies and plans for using the resources in order to fulfill the long term
competitive strategy. Examples of strategic decisions are the layout of the stor-
age area (i.e., shape, number of warehouse blocks and depot location), as well
as the selection of storage systems, in particular the level of automation and
the material handling equipment to retrieve items. Typical strategic decisions
are discussed in Rouwenhorst et al. (2000), Davarzani & Norrman (2015) and
Marchet et al. (2015). At the tactical level, decisions are taken that impact
the medium term. The determination of the resource dimensions, like storage
capacity and the size of pick zones, are examples of tactical decisions. Finally,
operational decisions typically concern daily operations like batch formation and
job assignment. Decisions of operational nature should be considered within the
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constraints set by the strategic and tactical decisions. Van den Berg (1999), and
Gu et al. (2007) give an overview of methods and techniques for planning tac-
tical and operational warehouse problems. Gong & De Koster (2011) focus on
tactical and operational decisions, using stochastic methods to model and an-
alyze warehouse operations, while De Koster et al. (2007) focus on layout and
control decisions to manage manually operated order picking systems.

Recent literature reviews on warehouse planning, such as Rouwenhorst et al.
(2000), Gu et al. (2007), De Koster et al. (2007), Gong & De Koster (2011)
Davarzani & Norrman (2015) and Marchet et al. (2015) primarily focus on in-
dividual planning problems, while concluding that these planning problems are
interdependent. Therefore, optimizing each problem separately may lead to a
suboptimal solution for the total warehouse. New trends in the logistical
industry may require even more efficient picking operations. Multiple order
picking planning problems need to be considered simultaneously in order to
face these new market developments. This paper differs from previous litera-
ture reviews by focusing on how warehouse managers can benefit from combin-
ing multiple tactical and operational planning problems in manually operated
(picker-to-part) order picking systems.

This paper provides a state-of-the-art review and classifies the scientific liter-
ature investigating combinations of tactical and operational order picking plan-
ning problems with the aim of answering three research questions. First, based
on the classification, we aim to determine how individual order picking planning
problems are related and which planning problems should be considered simul-
taneously in order to optimize the overall order picking performance. Second,
by analyzing combinations of planning problems, we aim to identify excellent
methods for solving combinations of planning problems that may help managers
to take better decisions. Third, while order picking systems in previous research
are subject to a large number of assumptions to simplify order picking opera-
tions (De Koster et al., 2007; Davarzani & Norrman, 2015), our classification is
used to identify future research directions narrowing this gap between practice
and academic research. While Marchet et al. (2015) provide a broad empir-
ical analysis on the selection of order picking systems (i.e. strategic decision
focus), this study focuses on combinations of tactical and operational planning
problems and how they support new market developments.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
scope of the review. Section 3 discusses the classification scheme used to cate-
gorize publications investigating combinations of order picking planning prob-
lems. The selected publications are classified in Sections 4, 5, and 6 according
to defined classifiers. The managerial implications resulting from the literature
overview are discussed in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 presents conclusions and
opportunities for future research.

2. Scope of the Review

This paper reviews and classifies recent order picking planning literature,
in particular studies that combine multiple tactical and operational planning
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problems. We do not intend to provide an exhaustive overview of all warehousing
literature, but we restrict the reviewed literature by focusing on specific decision
areas published in high-quality journals.

Figure 2: Overview of tactical and operational order picking planning problems.

Figure 2 shows the tactical and operational order picking planning prob-
lems that are considered in this review. The overview is based on the planning
problems defined by De Koster et al. (2007), complemented with several recent
innovative planning problems, such as zone assignment, workforce allocation and
job assignment. The reader is referred to Appendix A for an overview and dis-
cussion of all order picking planning problems considered in the selection of the
literature. Only planning problems that affect an economic goal, such as time
or productivity related performance measures, are considered, as these objec-
tives are the most important in any warehouse operation. Consequently, safety
and ergonomics issues are beyond the scope of this review. Moreover, ware-
house layout (Pohl et al., 2009), as well as other strategic planning
problems, such as storage and material handling technology choice
(Marchet et al., 2015), depot location (Petersen, 1997), and num-
ber of warehouse blocks (Roodbergen & De Koster, 2001) are mostly
fixed in practice, especially in the short and medium term. Therefore,
the scope is limited to tactical and operational order picking planning
problems, as these problems are expected to be the most relevant to
combine.

In order to meet the objectives of the study, two types of publications are
considered: articles integrating multiple planning problems and articles exam-
ining interactions between planning problems in manual order picking systems.
Problem integration refers to formulating and solving two or more planning
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problems jointly, and thus integrating multiple planning problems. Interactions
are defined as the joint effect that two or more planning problems have on
a performance goal, which can be investigated by considering multiple policies
(i.e. solution methods or techniques for organizing a planning problem) for each
planning problem and analyzing the effect of these policies on warehouse perfor-
mance. Consequently, the scope of the review is restricted to articles examining
multiple policies for at least two planning problems, since these studies are able
to show a potential relation between two or more planning problems. For ex-
ample a study that combines multiple storage location assignment policies (e.g.
random storage and turnover based storage) and multiple routing methods (e.g.
traversal, largest gap and optimal routing) is included in the overview, whereas
articles assuming a single and fixed routing method in combination with differ-
ent storage location assignment policies (e.g. Yu et al. (2015) and Guo et al.
(2016)) are excluded since these studies are not able to provide knowledge how to
benefit from combining multiple planning problems. Furthermore, studies that
sequentially optimize multiple planning problems (e.g. Çelik & Süral (2014) or
optimize a single planning problem (e.g. Scholz et al. (2016)) are excluded from
the classification as well.

Only articles published in English-language journals with an Impact Factor
of at least 0.500 (based on the Impact Factors of 2015 by Thomson Reuters) are
considered. Books and conference proceedings are excluded from the classifica-
tion, as these publications are often preliminary versions of journal publications.

An initial set of articles is selected by searching for at least two of the defined
planning problems in articles’ titles. The set of articles is extended by consid-
ering the citations of the initial set of articles. Each article is evaluated on
the investigated planning problems, as well as on the journal selection criteria
mentioned above. This search strategy resulted in a final set of 61 represen-
tative publications, which are classified in this literature overview. Note that
all selected studies focus on traditional picking layouts, i.e. order picking areas
consisting of parallel pick aisles and one or more straight cross aisles, while this
was not a selection criterion. Combinations of multiple planning problems have
not yet been considered for alternative layouts, such as fishbone designs, since
these layouts are not efficient in routes consisting of more than two picks (Çelik
& Süral, 2014). Most of these studies assume traditional warehouses consisting
of a single (i.e. 41 articles) or multiple warehouse blocks (i.e. 20 articles).

Figure 3 illustrates graphically the distribution in time of the selected stud-
ies. The number of articles considering the combination of different order picking
planning problems has grown strongly in the last decade. 75% of all considered
articles are published in the last decade. While the number of publications
on examining a single order picking planning problem was already substantial
before 2007, as outlined in De Koster et al. (2007), Gu et al. (2007), Rouwen-
horst et al. (2000), and Van den Berg (1999), analyzing multiple order picking
planning problems at once has only been a focus since the last decade. The
strong increasing line shows the importance of studying multiple order picking
planning problems jointly.
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Figure 3: Time distribution of the reviewed articles.

3. Classification Scheme

This section introduces a classification scheme to categorize the selected ar-
ticles. Table 1 lists the classification criteria and features used in this overview
paper to categorize the articles. The first classifier divides papers into categories
based on the performance measure used to analyze the relation between planning
problems with the aim of identifying relevant performance indicators
to evaluate the effect of combining planning problems. Next, all 61
considered articles are classified with respect to the research method used to
analyze the combination of planning problems. This classification identifies
methods for solving combinations of planning problems that may help
managers to take better decisions. Finally, articles are classified according
to the investigated combination of order picking planning problems in order
to identify how planning problems are related and which planning
problems should be considered simultaneously to optimize the over-
all order picking performance. Moreover, the classification identifies
how warehouse managers could solve the combination of planning
problems while taking real-life issues into account to support order
picking processes in practice.

Table 1: Classification scheme

Classifier Features

Performance measure Time
Cost
Productivity
Service

Research method Analytical models
Simulation
Mathematical models

Combination Storage location assignment & routing
Storage location assignment & order batching
Order batching & routing
Combinations of other order picking planning problems

First, all considered articles are classified according to the order picking per-
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formance evaluation used to analyze the relations between planning problems.
Note that only performance measures used to analyze the combined effect of
multiple planning problems are considered. Articles are classified according to
the performance evaluation dimensions distinguished by Staudt et al. (2015), in
particular time, cost, productivity, and service (or quality) related performance
indicators. These performance evaluation dimensions are commonly used and
help warehouse managers to assess the performance of the operations and to
make consequential decisions.

Next, the literature is classified according to the research method used to
analyze the effect of combining two or more order picking planning problem
or to formulate and solve the integrated problem. The reviewed articles either
use analytical models, perform a simulation study, or use mathematical pro-
gramming to evaluate the combined effect of order picking planning problems.
Simulation experiments can be used to determine which combination of factors
results in the best order picking performance (Chan & Chan, 2011) and how
these factors influence each other. Analytical models predict the performance
by relating the performance variable to the main order picking parameters, such
as batch capacity and layout (Caron et al., 1998). Mathematical programming
models refer to the set of equations and related mathematical expressions that
describe the problem. An objective function and constraints define the overall
structure of the problem (Hillier & Lieberman, 2010).

Finally, the combination classifier categorizes articles according to the in-
vestigated combination of order picking planning problems. The overview of
Figure 2 is used to classify the articles.

4. Classification by Performance Measure

Based on the indicator definitions of Staudt et al. (2015), the reviewed ar-
ticles are classified according to the performance measure. Table 2 gives an
overview of the performance metrics applied to evaluate the combined effect of
order picking planning problems. Note that the performance metrics are not
mutually exclusive: studies can use more than one performance metric.

All publications, except for Parikh & Meller (2008) and Tsai et al. (2008),
evaluate order picking performance using time related performance indicators,
either order picking time (i.e., lead time to pick a set of orders (Van Nieuwen-
huyse & De Koster, 2009)) or earliness/tardiness (i.e., difference between
the order completion time and order due time (Henn, 2015)). The pro-
cess of order picking starts by composing a pick order for which setup time is
required. After setting up, the order picker can start traveling to the storage
locations (i.e. travel time) and search and pick items (i.e. search and pick time).
In case orders are split across zones or batches, these orders should be sorted,
consolidated and packed before shipping (i.e. sorting time). Idle time refers to
unproductive time, for example time caused by blocking of order pickers within
an aisle (Chen et al., 2016), or the time an order spends waiting for a pick batch
to be formed (Van Nieuwenhuyse & De Koster, 2009). Other time components
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Table 2: Overview of the classification by performance measurement.

Performance indicator # articles

Time
Order picking time 54 Caron et al. (1998); De Koster et al. (1999); Pe-

tersen & Schmenner (1999); Ruben & Jacobs (1999);
Petersen (2000); Dekker et al. (2004); Hwang et al.
(2004); Jewkes et al. (2004); Petersen & Aase (2004);
Petersen et al. (2004); Won & Olafsson (2005); Ho &
Tseng (2006); Hsieh & Tsai (2006); Manzini et al.
(2007); Gong & De Koster (2008); Ho et al. (2008);
Yu & De Koster (2008); Koo (2009); Van Nieuwen-
huyse & De Koster (2009); Yu & De Koster (2009);
Chen et al. (2010); Theys et al. (2010); Chan &
Chan (2011); Hsieh & Huang (2011); Rubrico et al.

(2011); De Koster et al. (2012); Ene & Öztürk
(2012); Henn (2012); Henn & Wäscher (2012); Hong
et al. (2012a,b); Kulak et al. (2012); Pan & Wu
(2012); Chackelson et al. (2013); Matthews & Vis-
agie (2013); Matusiak et al. (2014); Shqair et al.
(2014); Cheng et al. (2015); Hong et al. (2015);

Öncan (2015); Roodbergen et al. (2015); Chen et al.
(2016); Hong et al. (2016); Li et al. (2016); Lin et al.
(2016); Quader & Castillo-Villar (2016); Chen et al.
(2017); Dijkstra & Roodbergen (2017); Giannikas
et al. (2017); Hong & Kim (2017); Matusiak et al.
(2017); Scholz & Wäscher (2017); Valle et al. (2017);
Zhang et al. (2017)

Earliness/tardiness 4 Henn & Schmid (2013); Chen et al. (2015); Henn
(2015); Scholz et al. (2017)

Cost
Order picking cost 2 Tsai et al. (2008); Parikh & Meller (2008)

Productivity
Labor 1 Quader & Castillo-Villar (2016)
Picking 6 Ruben & Jacobs (1999); Bartholdi et al. (2001);

Koo (2009); Chen et al. (2010); Hong et al. (2016);
Quader & Castillo-Villar (2016)

Equipment 3 Ruben & Jacobs (1999); Yu & De Koster (2008);
Hsieh & Huang (2011)

Service
Service level 3 Petersen (2000); Gong & De Koster (2008); Chen

et al. (2010)

include for example the time transferring orders from picking to sorting oper-
ations (Yu & De Koster, 2009). Thus, the order picking time metric includes
setup time, travel time, search and pick time, waiting time, sorting time and
other time consuming activities. Besides order picking time, the time perfor-
mance indicator can be expressed as the earliness or tardiness of orders. As
orders should be picked within tight time windows, earliness and tardiness mea-
sures are able to evaluate the extent to which these time windows are fulfilled.
Thus, earliness and tardiness are especially useful to analyze combinations of
operational planning problems. Earliness and tardiness are mainly used to eval-
uate models that integrate batching and routing in a dynamic context, allowing
orders to arrive during the planning period (Tsai et al., 2008; Henn & Schmid,
2013; Chen et al., 2015; Henn, 2015). Table 3 illustrates the number of articles
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including the components of order picking time. Among all order picking ac-
tivities, transport is considered as the most time consuming component (Chen
et al., 2015). All articles considering time related performance indicators include
at least travel time (or travel distance), assuming other time components to be
constant. Especially, the effect of picker blocking on order picking efficiency is
underestimated in current literature analyzing combinations of planning prob-
lems, despite the fact that congestion among workers can be a significant issue
in picking areas with high pick densities (Chen et al., 2016). Most articles aim
to increase the pick density in order to reduce the travel time by varying com-
binations of storage location assignment and order batching policies, without
taking the picker blocking effect into account (Ruben & Jacobs, 1999; Hsieh &
Huang, 2011).

In order to efficiently manage order picking operations, time related per-
formance indicators are used in the large majority of articles to evaluate com-
binations of multiple order picking planning problems. These time consuming
components of order picking time can be expressed in terms of costs: all time
depending components are multiplied with a fixed cost, such as travel
cost per time unit (Tsai et al., 2008).Although order picking time is
often used as a proxy for cost, time related measures can addition-
ally inform managers whether due times and operating time windows
can be met, while cost performance indicators can include non-time
related cost components, such as fixed equipment cost related to a
batch or zone order picking system (Parikh & Meller, 2008), to eval-
uate different order picking systems.

The productivity metric can be either labor productivity, i.e., ratio of the
amount of value-added time and the total picking time (Quader & Castillo-
Villar, 2016), picking productivity, i.e. the number of items picked per picker
per time interval (Ruben & Jacobs, 1999), or productivity of the equipment, e.g.
the extent to which the picking vehicle capacity is used (Ruben & Jacobs, 1999;
Hsieh & Huang, 2011). Labor and picking productivity mainly evaluate combi-
nations of zone picking and job assignment (Bartholdi et al., 2001; Koo, 2009;
Hong et al., 2016; Quader & Castillo-Villar, 2016), while equipment productiv-
ity has been used to analyze the relation between storage location assignment
and order batching.

Finally, service or quality refers to the service level expressed as the per-
centage of orders that is picked on time (Gong & De Koster, 2008). The joint
effect of combining planning problems on the service level has been analyzed in
only three articles, despite the fact that quality is the main service delivered to
customers. Warehouses aim to increase the order picking efficiency (i.e. using
minimal time to handle more orders), while maintaining a high service level to
customers (Chen et al., 2010). The increased time pressure as a result of the
e-commerce market developments may increase the chance of pick errors. How-
ever, most articles do not take the service level or other quality performance
indicators (e.g. pick errors) into account.
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Table 3: Overview of articles including each component of time.

Time component # articles

Setup 18 Petersen (2000); Gong & De Koster (2008); Yu &
De Koster (2008); Van Nieuwenhuyse & De Koster (2009);
Yu & De Koster (2009); Chen et al. (2010); De Koster
et al. (2012); Hong et al. (2012a); Henn (2012); Pan &
Wu (2012); Henn & Schmid (2013); Henn (2015); Hong
et al. (2016); Quader & Castillo-Villar (2016); Giannikas
et al. (2017); Matusiak et al. (2017); Scholz et al. (2017);
Zhang et al. (2017)

Travel 58 Caron et al. (1998); De Koster et al. (1999); Petersen
& Schmenner (1999); Ruben & Jacobs (1999); Petersen
(2000); Dekker et al. (2004); Hwang et al. (2004); Jewkes
et al. (2004); Petersen & Aase (2004); Petersen et al.
(2004); Won & Olafsson (2005); Ho & Tseng (2006); Hsieh
& Tsai (2006); Manzini et al. (2007); Gong & De Koster
(2008); Ho et al. (2008); Yu & De Koster (2008); Koo
(2009); Van Nieuwenhuyse & De Koster (2009); Yu &
De Koster (2009); Chen et al. (2010); Theys et al. (2010);
Chan & Chan (2011); Hsieh & Huang (2011); Rubrico

et al. (2011); De Koster et al. (2012); Ene & Öztürk
(2012); Henn (2012); Henn & Wäscher (2012); Hong et al.
(2012a,b); Kulak et al. (2012); Pan & Wu (2012); Chackel-
son et al. (2013); Henn & Schmid (2013); Matthews & Vis-
agie (2013); Matusiak et al. (2014); Shqair et al. (2014);
Chen et al. (2015); Cheng et al. (2015); Henn (2015); Hong

et al. (2015); Öncan (2015); Roodbergen et al. (2015);
Chen et al. (2016); Hong et al. (2016); Li et al. (2016);
Lin et al. (2016); Quader & Castillo-Villar (2016); Chen
et al. (2017); Dijkstra & Roodbergen (2017); Giannikas
et al. (2017); Hong & Kim (2017); Matusiak et al. (2017);
Scholz & Wäscher (2017); Scholz et al. (2017); Valle et al.
(2017); Zhang et al. (2017)

Search & pick 26 Petersen (2000); Petersen & Aase (2004); Petersen et al.
(2004); Gong & De Koster (2008); Yu & De Koster (2008);
Koo (2009); Van Nieuwenhuyse & De Koster (2009); Yu
& De Koster (2009); Chen et al. (2010); Chan & Chan
(2011); Rubrico et al. (2011); De Koster et al. (2012);
Hong et al. (2012a); Henn (2012); Pan & Wu (2012);
Chackelson et al. (2013); Henn & Schmid (2013); Henn
(2015); Hong et al. (2015); Chen et al. (2016); Hong et al.
(2016); Quader & Castillo-Villar (2016); Giannikas et al.
(2017); Matusiak et al. (2017); Scholz et al. (2017); Zhang
et al. (2017)

Sort 4 Van Nieuwenhuyse & De Koster (2009); Yu & De Koster
(2009); Chen et al. (2010); De Koster et al. (2012)

Idle 13 Petersen (2000); Gong & De Koster (2008); Koo (2009);
Van Nieuwenhuyse & De Koster (2009); Rubrico et al.
(2011); Hong et al. (2012a); Pan & Wu (2012); Hong et al.
(2015); Chen et al. (2016); Hong et al. (2016); Quader &
Castillo-Villar (2016); Chen et al. (2017); Zhang et al.
(2017)

Other 2 Won & Olafsson (2005); Yu & De Koster (2009)

5. Classification by Research Method

This section classifies publications with respect to the research method used
to analyze or solve the combined problem. The following research methods have
been proposed in literature to analyze interactions of order picking policies or to
integrate multiple order picking planning problems: analytical models, simula-
tion experiments, and mathematical programming. Analytical models refer
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to a set of mathematical equations that approximate the performance
of a system by relating the performance variable to multiple system
parameters. Simulation experiments are defined as methods to im-
itate the system’s operations or characteristics with the purpose of
conducting numerical experiments to provide insights into the behav-
ior of the system. Mathematical programming models refer to the set
of mathematical expressions that describe the problem consisting of
an objective function and constraints to define the overall structure
of the problem. Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of these research methods
in the scientific literature. Simulation is by far the most popular technique to
analyze combinations of order picking planning problems, followed by mathe-
matical programming. Appendix B provides an overview of the selected articles
according to the investigated planning problems.

Figure 4: Research method used to analyze the combination of order picking planning prob-
lems.

Analytical models have not been considered very often as approach to ana-
lyze the impact of combining order picking planning problems. Eleven articles
develop an analytical model to evaluate planning problem combinations. An an-
alytical approach for approximating the systems performance has proven to be
accurate in evaluating combinations of order picking planning problems, such as
storage location assignment and routing (Caron et al., 1998; Hwang et al., 2004),
zone location and workforce allocation (De Koster et al., 2012), and batching
and routing (Gong & De Koster, 2008). This last combination is an application
of polling models in the context of order picking: a system of multiple queues
of orders accessed by a single or multiple order pickers (Gong & De Koster,
2008). The proposed analytical models can be used by warehouse managers to
predict the system performance under different policies, and to compare these
alternatives in a stochastic setting. Analytical models outperform simulations
with respect to modeling and computing time. While simulation requires
model and scenario development time, a thorough validation process
and long runs to reduce the stochastic effect of order generation,
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analytical models can compare policy combinations by simply defin-
ing parameter values and evaluating the performance value resulting
from the equation. However, analytical models are complex to develop. Con-
sequently, these models often provide a simplified representation of order picking
operations investigating a limited number of policy combinations. Under the as-
sumptions of the analytical model, the provided optimal combination of policies
can be used as benchmark policies for real-life operations (Van Nieuwenhuyse
& De Koster, 2009).

Table 4: Studies analyzing combinations of order picking planning problems using
simulation.a
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Petersen & Schmenner (1999) • •
Ruben & Jacobs (1999) • • •
Petersen (2000) •
Ho & Tseng (2006) • •
Hsieh & Tsai (2006) • •
Manzini et al. (2007) • •
Ho et al. (2008) • •
Chen et al. (2010) • •
Theys et al. (2010) •
Hsieh & Huang (2011) • •
Chackelson et al. (2013) • •
Shqair et al. (2014) • • •
Roodbergen et al. (2015) •
Chen et al. (2016) •
Quader & Castillo-Villar (2016) •

a Following studies simulate combinations of order picking planning problems without
further analyzing the relation between these problems: De Koster et al. (1999); Dekker
et al. (2004); Petersen & Aase (2004); Petersen et al. (2004); Chan & Chan (2011);
De Koster et al. (2012); Henn (2012); Henn & Wäscher (2012); Hong et al. (2012a,b);

Henn & Schmid (2013); Henn (2015); Öncan (2015); Chen et al. (2017); Giannikas et al.
(2017); Scholz & Wäscher (2017).

Simulation studies form the largest category of research methods in this
literature classification. Just as analytical models, warehouse managers may
use simulation results to evaluate the combined effect of multiple order picking
planning problems in order to design efficient order picking systems. Simula-
tion models are able to provide a more detailed representation of order picking
operations compared to analytical models. A large number of policy combina-
tions can be easily tested once a simulation model has been created. Table 4
summarizes all publications simulating combinations of order picking planning
problems. A large number of articles simulate combinations of order picking
planning problems without further analyzing the relation between these prob-
lems. These studies are mentioned in the footnote of Table 4. In most of these
studies, a new solution technique is proposed for solving a single order pick-
ing planning problem. This new policy is compared with other policies of the
same planning problem, and validated for several policies of other order picking
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planning problems. Their main objective is not to analyze interactions between
order picking planning problems. For example, Öncan (2015) introduced an
iterated local search algorithm to solve a mathematical programming for-
mulation of the batching problem. This novel batching policy is compared
with two savings algorithms and other metaheuristic batching algorithms, and
validated by simulating the batching policies in combination with a traversal,
return and midpoint routing policy. As the simulation of multiple batch-
ing and routing policies provides insights into the effect of combin-
ing planning problems, and the heuristic algorithm is only used to
solve a single planning problem (e.g., batching (Henn, 2012; Henn &
Wäscher, 2012; Öncan, 2015)), these type of studies are classified as
simulation.

More comprehensive studies show interaction plots, and/or perform an anal-
ysis of variance (ANOVA) and multiple comparison tests to analyze potential
interactions between order picking planning problems. These articles are listed
in Table 4. Some papers use interaction plots to show the mean performance
values of two order picking planning problems in which the mean values of poli-
cies of one planning problem are shown at different levels of the other planning
problem. These graphs are used to illustrate interaction effects. A wide range
of combinations have been graphically illustrated in literature, such as storage
location assignment & batching (Ruben & Jacobs, 1999), storage location as-
signment & routing (Petersen & Schmenner, 1999; Manzini et al., 2007; Theys
et al., 2010; Shqair et al., 2014), and batching & routing (Chackelson et al.,
2013). ANOVA is the most popular tool to determine the order picking planning
problems that have the most significant effect on warehouse performance and
confirm whether interactions between order picking planning problems are sta-
tistically significant. While lines on the interaction graph can indicate significant
interactions, ANOVA is able to prove the statistical significance of interaction
terms. All reviewed articles performing an ANOVA analysis test for two-way
interactions between planning problems, while Ho & Tseng (2006), Hsieh & Tsai
(2006), Ho et al. (2008), and Hsieh & Huang (2011) also test and confirm a sta-
tistically significant three-way interaction between storage location assignment,
batching, and routing. Additionally, a multiple comparison test can give insight
into which policies of an order picking planning problem differ and how policies
are ranked under different policies of a second order picking planning problem.
For example, Ho & Tseng (2006) rank different order batching policies under
random and turnover based storage location assignment. Performance rankings
of the order batching policies are different under random and turnover based
storage. This result explains why the two-way interaction between storage loca-
tion assignment and order batching is statistically significant. Other techniques
of Table 4 refer to multi-level factorial analysis (Manzini et al., 2007), data en-
velopment analysis (Chen et al., 2010), and ranking and selection procedures
(Chen et al., 2010; Roodbergen et al., 2015).

Finally, mathematical programming models use mathematical expressions,
i.e. an objective function and constraints, to describe a complex problem con-
cisely. The use of mathematical programming as a research method to integrate
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Table 5: Studies analyzing combinations of order picking planning problems using
metaheuristics to solve the mathematical programming problem.
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Won & Olafsson (2005) B&R
Tsai et al. (2008) B&R

Ene & Öztürk (2012) B&R
Rubrico et al. (2011) B&J
Kulak et al. (2012) B&R B
Matthews & Visagie (2013) R&J
Matusiak et al. (2014) B R
Chen et al. (2015) R B&J
Cheng et al. (2015) R B
Li et al. (2016) R R B
Lin et al. (2016) R B
Matusiak et al. (2017) B&J
Scholz et al. (2017) B&R&J
Zhang et al. (2017) B&J

B = batching.
J = job assignment.
R = routing.

different order picking planning problems is limited. Besides exact solution ap-
proaches (Jewkes et al., 2004; Hong et al., 2016; Valle et al., 2017), metaheuristic
algorithms are mostly used to solve complex mathematical programming prob-
lems in warehouses. Metaheuristic algorithms find a good solution for complex
planning problems. As optimizing most single order picking planning problems,
such as the order batching problem or the order picker routing problem, have
proven to be NP-hard, combining several planning problems will also result in
NP-hard problems (Li et al., 2016). Metaheuristics have proven to solve complex
planning problems within reasonable computing times. Despite the popularity
of metaheuristics for solving large real-life mathematical programming prob-
lems (Sörensen & Glover, 2013), only the integrated problem of batching &
routing, job assignment & batching and job assignment & batching & routing
have been solved by metaheuristic algorithms (see Table 5). Planning job as-
signment, batching, and routing are operational decisions that have to be made
frequently, compared to the other defined planning problems. Each of these
decisions is taken multiple times each hour. For this reason, warehouses require
fast and effective algorithms to fulfill all customer orders.

Metaheuristic algorithms are especially useful for combining order picking
planning problems of operational nature. However, integrating planning prob-
lems of tactical and operational nature seems to be less meaningful, due to the
different time horizons for deciding on both problems. For example, integrating
zone location and batching makes little sense, as batches are created multiple
times every hour, while the zone location decision is a constant in short term.
Simulation and analytical models are more useful to evaluate the efficiency of
tactical and operational planning problem combinations.
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Figure 5: Distribution of the considered order picking planning problems (in number of arti-
cles).

6. Classification by Investigated Combination of Planning Problems

This section classifies all articles analyzing at least two order picking plan-
ning problems simultaneously. Figure 5 illustrates the distribution of tactical
and operational order picking planning problems across the reviewed articles.
The zoning (i.e. zone location, zone assignment, and zone picking) and work-
force (i.e. workforce level, workforce allocation, and job assignment) related
planning problems, as well as the problem of order consolidation and sorting
have received little research attention in combination with other planning prob-
lems. Note that publications examining a single order picking planning problem
have devoted little attention to the last mentioned planning problems either (Gu
et al., 2007). Recent publications combining order picking planning problems
have strongly focused on storage location assignment, order batching, and rout-
ing.

The classification of these studies helps warehouse managers to determine
how different individual planning problems are related to each other, at least
the combinations that have been investigated, and thus which planning prob-
lems should be considered simultaneously (Section 6.1). Furthermore, the per-
formance of policy combinations is analyzed in order to establish several good
performing combinations which can be used in practice to optimize order picking
performance (Section 6.2).

6.1. Relations among Planning Problems

Table 6 provides an overview of all investigated combinations of order pick-
ing planning problems. The ten defined order picking planning problems give
rise to a large number (i.e. 45) of planning problems combinations. However,
only 26 combinations have been investigated to improve order picking efficiency.
Only combinations that have been analyzed in at least four research articles are
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Table 6: Overview of investigated combination of order picking planning problems
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Zone location - 1 - 1 - 2 - - -
Zone assignment 1 - - - - - - -

Storage location assignment 2 2 1 15 1 24 2
Workforce level 1 3 6 - 4 2

Workforce allocation - 2 - - 1
Job assignment 9 5 6 1

Batching 2 27 4
Zone picking 1 -

Routing -
Order cons. & sorting

discussed in this section, in particular storage location assignment & batching,
storage location assignment & routing, batching & routing, workforce level &
batching, job assignment & batching, job assignment & routing, workforce
level & routing, job assignment & zoning, and batching & sorting. Research
investigating the effects of combining other order picking planning problems is
too limited to draw general conclusions.

Articles analyzing the combination of storage location assignment and or-
der batching are rather consistent about the statistical significance of these two
planning problems (Petersen & Aase, 2004; Ho & Tseng, 2006; Ho et al., 2008).
The storage location assignment policy defines rules for assigning items to lo-
cations in the order picking area. The batching policy should take these item
location rules into account while creating batches in order to efficiently manage
the batching planning problem. The use of item location information in order
batching results in significant performance benefits (Ruben & Jacobs, 1999).

In contrast to the storage location assignment and batching interaction, stud-
ies are less consistent about the significance of storage location assignment and
routing. In a limited factorial setting, in particular a limited number of ana-
lyzed policies, storage location assignment and routing are found to be unrelated
(Ho & Tseng, 2006; Ho et al., 2008; Chackelson et al., 2013). However, other
articles do find a statistically significant interaction between storage location
assignment and routing, both in single block warehouses (Petersen & Schmen-
ner, 1999; Manzini et al., 2007), and in multiple block warehouses (Theys et al.,
2010; Shqair et al., 2014), as these studies take information about the location
of fast moving products into account while composing order picker routes. Fur-
thermore, storage location assignment policies define the pick density within
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aisles, which can result in blocking of order pickers if routes do not account
for blocking effects. Thus, whether interactions between storage location as-
signment and routing exist or not, depends on which policy combinations are
evaluated and which order picking time components are taken into account.

Batching and routing problems have been analyzed most often. Several ar-
ticles analyzing combinations of batching and routing policies reveal that these
planning problems are unrelated, both in a single block warehouse (Ho & Tseng,
2006; Ho et al., 2008) and a multiple block warehouse (Hsieh & Tsai, 2006), while
other studies find significant performance benefits by combining batching and
routing in a single block layout (De Koster et al., 1999; Chackelson et al., 2013).
These contradicting results may be due to the considered policies, which are
more extensive in the studies that find significant effects. The operational plan-
ning issues of batching and routing are the most often solved planning problems
in warehouses. The construction of batches and the creation of order picker
routes are the most appropriate problems to be solved jointly as the processing
time of a batch is mainly defined by the length of the constructed route. The
integrated problem of batching and routing yields significant performance ben-
efits compared to sequentially solving both problems (Won & Olafsson, 2005),
indicating a strong relation between batching and routing.

Compared to the relations among storage location assignment, batching, and
routing, other combinations have not received much research attention. Espe-
cially research analyzing the effects of a varying workforce level, that mainly
affects the waiting times due to picker blocking (Chen et al., 2016), in combina-
tion with other planning problems is scarce. Most articles analyzing workforce
level in combination with other planning problems evaluate the combined effect
of batching and workforce level, while disregarding picker blocking. Typically,
the mean time for picking an order increases as the number of pickers increase,
as more order pickers may increase aisle congestion (Ruben & Jacobs, 1999).
However, integrating the picker blocking effects while constructing batches pre-
vents the picking efficiency to decrease as the number of order pickers increase
(Hong et al., 2012a).

Similar findings are shown while analyzing workforce level and
routing. While considering the effect of picker blocking, certain rout-
ing policies (i.e., return routing and optimal routing) yield stronger
increased waiting times in comparison with a traversal routing policy
in case of increasing the number of pickers (Pan & Wu, 2012). The
mean travel time within an aisle, and consequently the time an aisle
is occupied by an order picker, is shorter by applying traversal routes
in this case. Waiting times can strongly reduce by considering the
picker blocking effects while construction routes (Chen et al., 2016).

Few studies are found that integrate batching and job assignment. In a
single order picker system, the job assignment problem is limited to sequencing
batches of orders (Chen et al., 2015), while the job assignment problem is more
challenging for multiple order pickers as batches need to be assigned to order
pickers before sequencing the batches (Henn, 2015). Compared to a due-date
first assignment of jobs, the integrated problem of job assignment and batching
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of orders yields improved order picking performance with respect to the tardiness
of customer orders (Henn & Schmid, 2013; Chen et al., 2015; Henn, 2015).

Furthermore, most studies analyzing batching and job assignment addition-
ally consider the picker routing planning problem (Henn & Schmid, 2013; Chen
et al., 2015; Henn, 2015). Different routing policies affect the processing time of
batches and may cause tardiness if the order due date is missed. Combining job
assignment and straightforward routing policies result in similar performances,
while integrating routing and job assignment, and thus finding a (near) optimal
combination of routes and job assignments, results in significant performance
benefits (Matthews & Visagie, 2013; Chen et al., 2015).

The combination of zone picking and job assignment is mainly studied by
integrating both planning problems in the context of bucket brigades. Bucket
brigades zoning is defined as a sequential flexible zone picking policy in which
order pickers are assigned to flexible zones and sequentially pick an order (or a
batch of orders). In contrast to sequential fixed zone picking, the boundaries
of each zone vary dynamically as downstream order pickers take over jobs from
their predecessors when they are available. If the most downstream order picker
completes his order, this picker takes over the order of the immediately upstream
order picker. The latter takes over the order of his predecessor, and so on. The
first order picker in line can start with a new order or batch. In this way,
the job assignment is formulated as the dynamic assignment of orders to order
pickers, integrated in the zone picking problem. The efficiency benefits resulting
from bucket brigades show the importance of integrating zone picking and job
assignment (Bartholdi et al., 2001; Koo, 2009).

Finally, the effect of sort-while-pick and pick-and-sort in combination with
different batching policies is outlined. The sorting policy does affect the batch-
ing capacity as sorted orders occupy more space (i.e. sort-while-pick) compared
to a pick-and-sort policy (Van Nieuwenhuyse & De Koster, 2009). Consequently,
the performance of batching policies are affected by the applied sorting policy
(Hong et al., 2012b; Hong & Kim, 2017). Furthermore, other order picking
planning problems, such as workforce level and workforce allocation, addition-
ally affect the performance of sorting and batching policies (Van Nieuwenhuyse
& De Koster, 2009).

6.2. Excellent Performing Planning Problem Combinations

As recent literature has mainly focused on three order picking planning prob-
lems in order to improve the order picking efficiency by combining planning prob-
lems, this section establishes several excellent performing policy combinations
divided into combinations of these three planning problems: storage location
assignment & batching (Section 6.2.1), storage location assignment & routing
(Section 6.2.2), and batching & routing (Section 6.2.3).

6.2.1. Storage Location Assignment and Order Batching

Due to the different planning horizons of storage location assignment (tac-
tical) and order batching (operational), literature has focused on analyzing the
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relation between both planning problems. Efficient combinations of storage lo-
cation assignment and order batching can be achieved by incorporating location
information of fast moving items, defined by the applied storage location assign-
ment policy, into the creation of batches. For example seed rules minimizing the
number of aisles are preferred in combination with within-aisle turnover based
storage location assignment. As fast moving items are assigned to the aisles
closest to the depot, batches should be created with the objective of minimizing
the number of aisles visited. Selecting the order with the smallest number of
picking aisles to visit as seed order and adding orders to the seed that minimizes
the number of additional aisles that an order picker needs to visit to complete
the batch, in combination with within-aisle storage, outperforms other seed
batching policies (Ho & Tseng, 2006).

Several more sophisticated batching algorithms have proven to increase the
order picking performance in combination with within-aisle turnover based stor-
age location assignment, both in a static (i.e. all orders known in advance)
(Hsieh & Huang, 2011; Henn & Wäscher, 2012), and a dynamic (i.e. real time
order arrival) context (Henn, 2012). Most studies only consider random and
within-aisle storage in combination with these complex batching policies, which
may be explained by the fact that straightforward batching algorithms (e.g.
FCFS and seed batching) in combination with within-aisle storage outperform
other batching and storage policy combinations (Ruben & Jacobs, 1999; Pe-
tersen & Aase, 2004; Chen et al., 2010). Disregarding aisle congestion, meta-
heuristic batching algorithms in combination with within-aisle storage is the
current best known storage location assignment & batching combination as-
suming a single depot in the pick area.

6.2.2. Storage Location Assignment and Routing

Figure 6 illustrates several good performing combinations of storage location
assignment policies and straightforward routing policies. In order to reduce or-
der picking travel distance, within-aisle turnover based storage location assign-
ment is preferred while using traversal routing. Since the goal is to reduce the
number of aisles visited, fast moving items are assigned to the aisles closest to
the depot. Return routing is preferred in combination with across-aisle storage
classes, because the aim is to reduce the travel distance within aisles (Caron
et al., 1998). Furthermore, the combination of the perimeter storage and the
largest gap routing policy on average results in shorter travel times compared
to the two previously discussed combinations. Since fast moving stock keeping
units (SKUs) are stored along the periphery of the warehouse blocks and largest
gap routes tend to follow the periphery of the order picking area, this policy
combination increases the order picking performance (Petersen & Schmenner,
1999).

Because of simplicity, these straightforward routing heuristics are often used
in practice, despite the efficiency benefits of following (near)optimal routes.
Optimal routes in combination with within-aisle storage location assignment
outperform all other combinations of storage location assignment and routing
(Petersen & Schmenner, 1999; Petersen & Aase, 2004; Theys et al., 2010). How-
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(a) Within-aisle – traversal. (b) Across-aisle – return. (c) Perimeter – largest gap.

Figure 6: Examples of good performing combinations of turnover based storage location
assignment policies and routing policies.

ever, calculating optimal routes for each pick tour may require long computing
times depending on the number of storage locations to visit in a pick tour. For
single block layouts, the combined routing heuristic is able to approximate the
optimal route (Roodbergen & De Koster, 2001; Petersen & Aase, 2004). The
Lin-Kernighan-Helsaun routing heuristic (Helsgaun, 2000) has shown to provide
excellent results to approximate the optimal route of order pickers for multiple
warehouse blocks as well. Theys et al. (2010) reported an average optimality
gap of 0.01% for the combination of within-aisle storage and LKH-routing.

The sizing of each storage class does not significantly influence the routing
decision and resulting picking performance. Introducing a turnover based stor-
age location assignment policy is more important than selecting the composition
of storage classes (Manzini et al., 2007). Real-life characteristics have been in-
corporated while analyzing the relation between storage location assignment
and routing, such as precedence constraints, which require certain products to
be retrieved before other products due to weight restrictions, fragility, shape
and size, or because of customer’s preferences. Ignoring these precendence con-
straints can result in infeasible combinations of storage and routing policies in
practice (Dekker et al., 2004). Furthermore, most studies analyze a 2D order
picking area, while assuming 3D storage locations. Storage location assignment
and routing policies should additionally account for differences in picking ef-
ficiency between moving in vertical and horizontal directions (Chan & Chan,
2011). Another real-life characteristics that may be valuable to warehouses
to increase order picking performance is the assignment of products to
multiple storage locations. The effect of assigning fast moving SKUs to mul-
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tiple locations has not been analyzed so far. Especially in a dynamic context,
multiple locations of a single SKU may have substantial impact on the routing
problem, as orders can be more easily added to a pick list while the order picker
has already started his pick tour.

6.2.3. Order batching and Routing

Publications examining the relation between order batching and order picker
routing have mainly focused on solving the integrated problem of routing and
batching, rather than considering interactions between batching and routing
policies. As batching and routing are both operational decisions, these planning
problems are particularly suitable for being solved in an integrated way. Efficient
heuristic algorithms have been proposed for the simultaneous construction of
batches and picking tours (Kulak et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016;
Lin et al., 2016), compared to combinations of more straightforward batching
and routing policies.

Some innovative challenges and extensions related to the integrated batching
and routing problem have been proposed in literature, such as dynamic pick-
ing systems (i.e. orders arrive in real time during the planning period), and
sequencing batches in a picking system with a single order picker. While the
above mentioned algorithms solving the integrated batching and routing prob-
lem focus on static picking systems, a stochastic polling model can be applied to
a dynamic order picking system in which routes and batches dynamically change
during a pick tour as a result of real time order arrival (Gong & De Koster, 2008).
Furthermore, including the sequence of batches to be retrieved by a single or-
der picker in the batching and routing algorithm to meet order due times can
significantly influence the service level (Chen et al., 2015). Moreover, as most
warehouses require multiple order pickers to retrieve all orders, the integrated
batching, routing and job assignment problem in a multiple order picker system
would be of great value for practitioners. Especially in a dynamic context, the
job assignment is very challenging as batches need to be assigned to multiple
order pickers and the sequence of batches to be completed by each order picker
should be determined to minimize the tardiness of orders. Real-life settings such
as integrating batching and routing, while respecting precedence constraints of
products, have motivated researchers to develop efficient solution methods in-
corporating these real-life constraints (Matusiak et al., 2014).

7. Managerial Implications

The results of this literature study show the importance of combining multi-
ple order picking planning problems in order to efficiently manage order picking
operations. This section discusses the practical implications of this research for
warehouse managers. We provide guidelines how warehouse managers
can solve combinations of tactical and operational planning problems
to support decision making processes.

Results of the literature review show that the time horizon of the
resulting decisions substantially influence the appropriate approach
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Figure 7: Best approach to solve each planning problems combination (numbers indicate the
number of published articles considered in this review).

for solving combined order picking planning problems. On the one
hand, problems could be combined by analysing interactions among
specific predefined policies for each planning problem. On the other
hand, two or more planning problems can be formulated and solved
in an integrated manner. Figure 7 shows an overview of the approach
applied in the majority of the considered articles to solve each com-
bination of order picking planning problems, as well as the number
of articles analyzing each combination.

Interaction analysis is most often applied to evaluate the joint
effect of combining planning problems. Interaction analysis by means
of analytical or simulation models has proven to be especially useful
to evaluate the joint effect of planning problems with different time
horizons of the resulting decision, such as storage location assignment
and routing (e.g., Caron et al. (1998); Petersen & Schmenner (1999);
Chen et al. (2010); Dijkstra & Roodbergen (2017)). The results of
analytical and simulation models can be used by warehouse managers
as decision support tool to design efficient order picking systems taking the
interactions among order picking planning problems into account.

Problem integration is the appropriate approach to combine order
picking planning problems with an operational time horizon, such as
batching, routing and job assignment. Mathematical programming models
are able to describe integrated planning problems, especially at an operational
decision level , while accounting for real-life constraints (e.g., Matu-
siak et al. (2014, 2017); Zhang et al. (2017)). A wide range of heuristic
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algorithms have been proposed to provide fast and efficient solutions for the
integrated problem of batching, routing and job assignment (e.g.,
(Chen et al., 2015; Scholz et al., 2017)) in accordance with practical
needs: in case of short time horizons of decisions, fast and efficient
algorithms are required to organize order picking operations.

Finally, we should note that the sample size for most planning
problem combinations in Figure 7 is rather small . For example, the
limited number of articles that combine job assignment and workforce
allocation with the workforce level planning problem use interaction
analysis, while an integrated model to solve a combination of these
three planning problems seems to be more appropriate to support or-
der picking operations. A model that provides the number of required
order pickers and allocates this workforce, based on the expected
workload, may be highly relevant to practice. Most combinations of
tactical and operational order picking planning problems have not
been widely investigated so far. However, articles in this review have
proven the importance of combining these planning problems in or-
der to optimize the order picking performance. Warehouse managers should be
aware of the strong relation among order picking planning problems to optimize
the performance and face the new market developments.

8. Research Opportunities

New market developments such as e-commerce, globalisation, in-
creased customer expectations and new market regulations force ware-
houses to handle a growing number of orders in shorter time. Awareness of the
influence of individual order picking planning problem on the overall perfor-
mance is required to manage operations, resulting in enhanced customer ser-
vice. This review paper differs from previous warehouse planning overviews by
focusing on combinations of order picking planning problems. In this research,
we provide an overview and classification of the relevant literature with respect
to the research method used to combine order picking planning problems, the
performance measurement to evaluate the combined problems, as well as with
respect to the investigated combination of order picking planning problems.

Articles analyzing different tactical and operational order picking planning
problems simultaneously are reviewed and classified in this study, with the aim
of determining which planning problems are interdependent and how different
individual planning problems are related to each other, as well as how warehouse
managers can benefit from combining multiple order picking planning problems
in order to face the new market developments. It does not make sense to inte-
grate all planning problems due to the different time horizons of the resulting
decisions. For example, integrating warehouse layout decisions and or-
der batching does not seem relevant as batching is a daily decision,
while layout is fixed in short and medium term. However, reviewing
articles studying the effects of strategic planning problems on tacti-
cal and operational planning problems may provide relevant insights
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and general findings that could be used while deciding on strategic
planning problems, such as the design of a new warehouse. Below
we formulate research opportunities that will be highly relevant to practice and
which are largely unexplored in literature combining tactical and operational
order picking planning problems.

First, prior studies have strongly focused on reducing the order picking travel
time. Future research could additionally focus on other performance measures
(e.g., quality measures) and other aspects of order pick time (e.g.,
picker blocking). Quality measures, such as pick accuracy (i.e. the number
of order picked without errors) and service level (i.e. number of orders picked
on time), are rarely used as performance measure, despite the importance with
respect to the customer service quality. Working under an increased time pres-
sure as a result of the tight deadlines may increase the chance of pick errors.
Moreover, the negative picker blocking effect, as a result of storage location as-
signment and batching policies that result in pick areas with high pick densities,
is largely underestimated and could significantly impact the picking efficiency.

Next, the number of articles analyzing the relation among multiple order
picking planning problems has increased strongly in the last decade. However,
publications are concentrated on storage location assignment, order batching
and routing. At a tactical level, the effects of zoning problems (i.e. zone loca-
tion, zone assignment and zone picking) have received little research attention
in combination with other planning problems, despite the fact that zoning can
result in significant performance benefits. In a static context, the interdependen-
cies among the zoning problems and other planning problems could be analyzed
using analytical or simulation models. Incorporating these interaction effects
while planning order picking operations may result in additional performance
benefits.

Finally, at an operational level, there remains to be a need to integrate
more planning problems and additionally account for real-life characteristics.
Despite the importance of human resources in the labor-intensive environment
of warehouses, few articles integrate workforce related planning problems (such
as determining the daily workforce level, allocating the workforce across order
picking areas and assigning jobs to order pickers) in other operational order
picking planning problems. As warehouses deliver labor-intensive services to
customers, the availability and performance of the human resources drive the
service quality to customers and resulting order picking performance. For ex-
ample, determining the workforce level in combination with the allo-
cation of order pickers and the job assignment planning problem is a
challenging opportunity for future research. Furthermore, prior studies assume
strongly simplified order picking systems while integrating planning problems.
The results of the classification clearly indicates the need for research that ad-
ditionally accounts for real-life characteristics, such as real time order arrival,
respecting precedence constraints and multiple locations of a single SKU, while
analyzing combinations of order picking planning problems. Incorporating these
real-life characteristics and constraints will make order picking research more
valuable to practice.
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Appendix A. Overview of Order Picking Planning Problems

Zone location (Jane & Laih, 2005; Petersen, 2002)

A decision should be made how to split the order picking area into zones, in particular the number
of zones, the location of zones and the zone shape.

Zone assignment (Petersen, 2002; Jane & Laih, 2005)

Dividing the warehouse into smaller areas, being order picking zones, requires assigning all SKUs to
order picking zones. The allocation of SKUs can be based on product properties like size, weight,
safety and/or temperature requirements. Other allocation policies that may be considered are
based on product demand properties, such as customer type and order frequency.

Storage location assignment (Yu et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2016)

Storage location assignment policies describe rules to determine the allocation of SKUs to either
individual storage locations or storage classes. Storage classes are assigned to a dedicated area
within an order picking zone. The determination of storage classes can be turnover based as well
as family based in case storage classes are defined by either some measure of demand frequency
or respectively product similarities (e.g., complementary products). Note that classes are defined
within an order picker zone. As a consequence order pickers are allowed to retrieve items in all
storage classes within his zone. Following storage location assignment policies are considered:

Random Storage locations for each product are selected randomly from all eligible
empty locations.

Within–aisle SKUs in a single pick aisle belong to the same storage class..
Across–aisle Each storage class is located across several pick aisles.
Diagonal Storage classes are located with respect to the distance to depot.
Perimeter Storage classes are located around the periphery.

Workforce level (Van Gils et al., 2016)

Determining the daily number of order pickers to fulfill all customer orders.

Workforce allocation (Van Nieuwenhuyse & De Koster, 2009; Van Gils et al., 2016)

Allocating the available workforce across warehouse areas, including allocation across order picking
zones and allocation across the picking and sorting area.

Job assignment (Henn & Schmid, 2013; Henn, 2015)

Orders should be retrieved by order pickers within tight time windows. The job assignment
planning problem determines the sequence according to which orders or batches of orders should
be retrieved, as well as the assignment of these (batches of) orders to a limited number of order
pickers.

Order batching (Van Nieuwenhuyse & De Koster, 2009; Henn et al., 2012)

Order batching policies define rules on which customer orders to combine in a single pick round.
These policies can be either static (i.e., all orders are known at the beginning of the planning
period) or dynamic (i.e., customer orders become available over time). Following order batching
policies are considered:

Strict order
picking

Each pick order is composed of order lines of a single customer order
(static).

Priority rule
based algorithm

In a first step, priorities are assigned to customer orders, followed by
the assignment of customer orders to batches in accordance with the
previously defined priorities, ensuring that the capacity constraint is
not violated such as first-come-first-served (FCFS) and earliest-due-
date-first (EDD) (static).

Seed algorithm For each pick batch, one customer order is selected as seed, after which
additional customer orders are added to the seed in accordance with an
order congruency rule. The order congruency rule defines the order for
adding customer orders to the seed (static).

Savings algo-
rithm

Savings algorithms compose pick orders based on the time saving that
can be obtained by combining two or more customer orders into one
order picking route. Savings algorithms are based on the algorithm of
Clarke & Wright (1964) for the vehicle routing problem (static).

Data mining Data mining is used to determine similarities of customer orders by
means of an association rule. Subsequently, orders are clustered into
batches based on the similarities using integer programming (static).

Metaheuristic A set of guidelines to develop heuristic optimization algorithms for
batching orders (static).
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Variable time
window batch-
ing

The order picker starts a picking tour whenever a particular number of
customer orders have arrived (dynamic).

Fixed time win-
dow batching

All customer orders arriving during a particular time interval are as-
signed to batches (dynamic).

Zone picking (De Koster et al., 2007; Parikh & Meller, 2008)

Zone picking policies define the flow of customers order through all order picking zones. Following
zone picking policies are considered:

Sequential zon-
ing

Each order picker starts picking an order. When all parts of an order
belonging to his order picking zone are picked, the order is passed to
the next zone. Progressive zoning eliminates the requirement of a down-
stream sorter, however, at the expense of a reduced picking efficiency.

Parallel zoning All order pickers can start picking the same order, each order picker in
his own zone. After picking, all orders should be consolidated through
a sorting system.

Routing (Petersen & Schmenner, 1999; Roodbergen & De Koster, 2001)

Routing policies define the sequence of storage locations that should be visited in each pick round
to retrieve all items on a pick list. Following routing policies are considered:

Aisle-by-aisle Each order picker visits every pick aisle containing at least one pick
location through the entire length.

Traversal Each order picker traverses every subaisle (i.e. the part of a pick aisle
that is within one warehouse block) containing at least one pick location
through the entire length.

Return Each order pickers enters and leaves each pick aisle containing at least
one pick location from the same end.

Midpoint Each order picker enters an pick aisle only as far as the midpoint of
an aisle and returns to leave the pick aisle from the same end.

Largest gap Each order picker enters a pick aisle only as far as the start of the
largest gap within an aisle and returns to leave the pick aisle from the
same end. The largest gap is defined as the maximum distance between
any two adjacent pick locations within a single aisle, or the maximum
distance between an aisle end and a pick location.

Combined Each order picker either traverses each pick aisle containing at least
one pick location entirely or returns to leave the pick aisle from the
same end.

Metaheuristic A set of guidelines to develop heuristic optimization algorithms for
routing order pickers.

Order consolidation & sorting (Van Nieuwenhuyse & De Koster, 2009)

Order consolidation and sorting policies define the organization of the sorting activities in case of
either batching or zoning. Following routing policies are considered:

Sort-while-pick Picked items are sorted on the pick cart per order during the picking
process.

Pick-and-sort Sorting activities follow immediately after picking.
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Appendix B. Overview of the Reviewed Articles
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Caron et al. (1998) • •
De Koster et al. (1999) • • •

Petersen & Schmenner (1999) • •
Ruben & Jacobs (1999) • • •

Petersen (2000) • •
Bartholdi et al. (2001) • •

Dekker et al. (2004) • •
Hwang et al. (2004) • •
Jewkes et al. (2004) • •

Petersen & Aase (2004) • • •
Petersen et al. (2004) • •

Won & Olafsson (2005) • •
Ho & Tseng (2006) • • •

Hsieh & Tsai (2006) • • •
Manzini et al. (2007) • •

Gong & De Koster (2008) • •
Ho et al. (2008) • • •

Parikh & Meller (2008) • •
Tsai et al. (2008) • •

Yu & De Koster (2008) • • •
Koo (2009) • •

Van Nieuwenhuyse & De Koster (2009) • • • •
Yu & De Koster (2009) • •

Chen et al. (2010) • • •
Theys et al. (2010) • •

Chan & Chan (2011) • •
Hsieh & Huang (2011) • • •

Rubrico et al. (2011) • •
De Koster et al. (2012) • • •

Ene & Öztürk (2012) • •
Henn (2012) • • •

Henn & Wäscher (2012) • • •
Hong et al. (2012a) • • • •
Hong et al. (2012b) • • •
Kulak et al. (2012) • •

Pan & Wu (2012) • • •
Chackelson et al. (2013) • • •
Henn & Schmid (2013) • • •

Matthews & Visagie (2013) • •
Matusiak et al. (2014) • •

Shqair et al. (2014) • •
Chen et al. (2015) • • •

Cheng et al. (2015) • •
Henn (2015) • • • •

Hong et al. (2015) • •
Öncan (2015) • •

Roodbergen et al. (2015) • •
Chen et al. (2016) • •
Hong et al. (2016) • •

Li et al. (2016) • •
Lin et al. (2016) • •
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Quader & Castillo-Villar (2016) • • • •
Chen et al. (2017) • •

Dijkstra & Roodbergen (2017) • •
Giannikas et al. (2017) • •

Hong & Kim (2017) • • •
Matusiak et al. (2017) • •
Scholz & Wäscher (2017) • • •

Scholz et al. (2017) • • • •
Valle et al. (2017) • •
Zhang et al. (2017) • •

Total 3 1 30 8 3 14 41 6 42 4
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